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Who we are
“VZOR is a young and innovative software company, with an
eye on the future which makes us specialists in the solutions
industry for monitoring ICT infrastructure, business processes,
applications and UX
".
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VZOR Suite 360º
VZOR is an innovative service platform that provides a comprehensive
360-degree vision in real time, measuring the company's ICT ecosystem
and core business processes.

Identify and diagnose the source of issues affecting your business
operations, providing an excellent user experience to customers.

It covers all monitoring needs by replacing or integrating multiple
solutions into VZOR.

Highly scalable, high-availability solution that supports business
dynamics and challenges, serving strategic, tactical, and operational.

www.vzorsuite.com

" The comprehensive monitoring platform
with the best performance v/s price ratio on
the market
"

Summary VZOR Suite 360°
VZOR Suite 360°

Basic Scenario
Monitoring 1.0

Medium Scenario
Monitoring 2.0

Advanced Scenario
Monitoring 3.0

Corporate Scenario
Monitoring 4.0
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Advanced Operational
Control

Operational and Advanced
Tactical Control

Control
Operating
Tactical and Strategic
Technological Corporate
Governance

Infrastructure/Inventory Monitoring IT/OT

VZOR Apps Monitor
Monitoring the User Experience (UX)

VZOR Business Monitor
KPI monitoring of business processes

VZOR Brain Monitor

Optional

Predictive monitoring

VZOR Risk Monitor
Technological Operational Risk Monitoring
Control
Base Operative

Key Features

VZOR Business
Monitor

VZOR APP Monitor

VZOR Brain
Monitor

VZOR Infra
Monitor

Capture, save, analyze and
present reports with
dashboards customized to
the need of each
one of the managements to
constantly keep the main
services, business processes
and their indicators
constantly measured.

Robust module capable of
monitoring the entire application
ecosystem, being today the widest
in its scope. Among its main
functions are the monitoring of the
user experience, the monitoring of
the integration layer (WebService
and TCP Sockets) allowing the
inter-operability of the various
applications of the business.

Innovative functionality of the
VZOR Suite 360o Platform, capable
of predicting incidents based on a
catalog of services. This allows
VZOR Suite 360o to provide new
tools such as: early incident
detection; establish anomalies in
behaviors; define confidence and
thresholds; analyse different
scenarios.

It unifies monitoring with its main
performance indicators through
modern and flexible software and
service, adaptable to different
technologies and with the ability to
predict critical resource
consumptions.

Principales Funcionalidades

VZOR Stress Monitor

VZOR Risk Monitor

It is an innovative service that performs load or stress tests, allowing to
determine the maximum attention span of users against high demand
scenarios.

“VZOR Risk Monitor it is a Module of the innovative VZOR Suite 360o
Platform that provides in real time a comprehensive view of the
fulfillment of technological risk, the main objectives of Governance and
the Management of the organization
”.

We achieve this thanks to the technology of our auto-browsing bot, which
has the ability to run different browsing flows, both in mobile and web
applications.
It should be noted that customers who subscribe to our VZOR Stress
Monitor services, are eligible for the possibility of contracting the full
service, including 360-degree monitoring to determine bottlenecks during
the execution of the tests.
Types of test contemplated:

* Cargo
* Stress
* Stability* Spike Testing

Among its main functions is
* Technological Risk Matrix.
* Problem management.
* Operational continuity management.
* Change management.
* Incident management and more...
* Available April 2021
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